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We prove a strong unique continuation result for differential inequalities of the
form |P(x, D)u|C1 |x| &2 |u|+C2 |x| &1 |{u|, where P(x, D)=nj, k=1 ajk(x) Dj Dk
is an elliptic second order differential operator with Lipschitz coefficients such that
ajk(0) is real. C1 and C2 are positive constants such that C2 is sufficiently small. Our
assumption on the constant C2 is justified by counterexamples due to Alinhac and
Baouendi [2] and Wolff [6] showing that the strong unique continuation fails if
C2 is not small.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Let 0 be a connected open subset of Rn(n2) containing 0, and let
P(x, D)=nj, k=1 ajk(x) Dj Dk be an elliptic differential operator in 0 such
that ajk(0) is real and ajk is Lipschitz continuous in 0.
In [3], Ho rmander proves that if u # H 1loc(0) satisfying
|P(x, D)u|C1 |x| &2+= |u|+C2 |x|&1+= |{u|, =>0
and
|
|x|<R
|u| 2 dx=O(RN), for all N>0 when R  0.
Then u#0 in 0.
It is well known from PLIS8 [5] that Ho rmander’s result fails if we take
the functions ajk in any Ho lder’s class C: with :<1. Counterexamples due
to Alinhac [1] show that it’s necessary to assume ajk real at 0 even if it is
a smooth function.
In this paper we are interested in the critical case ==0 in Ho rmander’s
result; we prove that the same result holds for inequalities of the form
|P(x, D)u|C1 |x| &2 |u|+C2 |x| &1 |{u| (1.1)
provided C2 is sufficiently small.
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Counterexamples due to Alinhac and Baouendi [2], and Wolff [6]
show that the strong unique continuation fails for (1.1) if the constant C2
is not small. (see remark 1.3.).
Theorem 1.1. Let P(x, D)=nj, k=1 ajk (x) DjDk be an elliptic differen-
tial operator in a connected open subset 0 of Rn containing 0, such that
ajk(0) is real and ajk is Lipschitz continous in 0. Then there exists a positive
constant C* depending only on P(x, D) such that if u # H 1loc (0) is a solution
of
|P(x, D)u|C1 |x| &2 |u|+C2 |x| &1 |{u| (1.1)
with C2<C* and
|
|x|<R
|u| 2 dx=O(RN), for all N>0 when R  0 (1.2)
then u is identically zero in 0.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on Carleman’s method. First we show
that any function satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) should satisfy for all |:|2:
|
|x|<R
|D:u| 2 dx=O(e&CR&1), C>0.
This allows us to use strictly convex weights like exp((#2)(log |x| )2), #>0
rather than the usual weights |x|&#.
Let’s introduce the following notations: We shall denote by ( } , } )2 the
inner product of the Hilbert space L2(Rn"[0]) with respect to the measure
|x|&n dx, and by & } &2 the corresponding norm.We set
.# (x)=exp \#2 (log|x| )2+, #>0.
Theorem 1.2. For any #>0 (large enough), and for any u # C0 (X "[0])
with X a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0, we have the estimate
C & |x| 2 .#P(x, D)u&2#32 &.#u&2+#12& |x|.# {u&2 , (1.3)
where C is a positive constant depending only on P(x, D).
Remark 1.3. (a) As in Ho rmander [3], Theorem 1.1 remains valid if we
take the function ajk Lipschitz continous in 0"[0] and |{ajk |C |x| $&1 for
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some $>0. As it can be seen in the proof we need only that |x| 1&$ |{ajk |  0
as x  0.
(b) A natural question is to ask what is the optimal value of the
constant C* in Theorem 1.1. By a sharp computation in the proof of
Lemma.1.2 one can take C*=(- 22)*0 , where *0 is the smallest eigen-
value of the matrix ( |ajk(0)| ). But we do not know if it is the optimal value.
2. PROOF OF THE RESULTS
After a linear transform, we may assume that P(0, D)=2 the Laplace
operator in Rn.
As in Ho rmander [3], let’s introduce polar coordinates in Rn"[0] by
seting x=et|, with t # R and |=(|1 , ..., |n) # S n&1. We have then

xj
=e&t(|jt+0j),
where 0j is a vector field in S n&1. Then the operator P(x, D) takes the
form
P(x, D)=&e&2t :
n
j, k=1
ajk (et|)(|jt&1+0j)(|kt+0k).
While the Laplacian becomes
e2t2=2t +(n&2)t+2| , (2.1)
where 2|=nj=1 0
2
j is the LaplaceBeltrami operator in S
n&1.
The vector fields 0j have the properties
:
n
j=1
|j 0j=0 and :
n
j=1
0j |j=n&1.
The adjoint of 0j as an operator in L2(Sn&1) is
0 j*=(n&1)|j&0j . (2.2)
Since the functions ajk are Lipschits continous, we have
&ajk (et|)=$jk+O(et) as t  &.
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The operator P(x, D) can then be written in the form:
e2tP(x, D)=2t +(n&2)t+2|+ :
j+|:|2
C j: (t) j 0:, (2.3)
where 0: denotes the product 0:n1 } } } 0
:n
n , :=(:1 , ..., :n) # N
n and Cj: are
functions satisfying
C j:(t, |)=O(et) and dC j:(t, |)=O(et) as t  &,
for any d # [t , 01 , ..., 0n].
Lemma 2.1. There exists a positive constant C such that for any
u # C 0 (R
n"[0]) and for any { # [k+ 12 , k # N], we have the estimate:
C | |x| &2{+4 |2u| 2 |x|&n dx
 :
|:| 2
{2&2|:| | |x| &2{+2 |:| |D:u| 2 |x| &n dx. (2.4)
Proof. Let v=e&{tu and 2{v=e&{t2(e{tv). Then it suffices to prove
(with a new constant C)
C || |e2t 2{v| 2 dt d| :
j+|:|2
{2&2( j+|:| ) || |(t) j 0:v| 2 dt d|. (2.5)
By (2.1) we have
e2t2{=2t +(2{+n&2)t+{({+n&2)+2| ,
hence
|| |e2t 2{v| 2 dt d|
=|| |2t v| 2 dt d|+|| |2| v| 2 dt d|
+2 :
n
j=1
|| |t 0jv| 2 dt d|+(2{2+2(n&2){+(n&2)2)
_|| |tv| 2 dt d|+{2({+n&2)2
_|| |v| 2 dt d|&2{({+n&2) :
n
j=1
|| |0jv| 2 dt d|. (2.6)
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We shall give a lower bound of
I({, v)={2({+n&2)2 || |v| 2 dt d|+|| || |2|v| 2 dt d|
&2{({+n&2) :
n
j=1
|| |0j v| 2 dt d|.
We recall that the spectrum of &2| as an operator in L2(Sn&1) is
[k(k+n&2), k # N], and each eigenspace may be identified with Ek the
space of spherical harmonics of degree k. It follows that
|| |2|v| 2 dt d|= :
k0
k2(k+n&2)2 || |vk | 2 dt d|
and
:
n
j=1
|| |0j v| 2 dt d|= :
k0
k(k+n&2) || |vk | 2 dt d|,
where vk is the projection of v on Ek .
After replacing in I({, v), we obtain:
I({, v)= :
k0
({({+n&2)&k(k+n&2))2 || |vk | 2 dt d|.
We have ({({+n&2)&k(k+n&2))2 = ({&k)2 ({+k+n&2)2, and since
{ # [k+ 12 , k # N], we get
({&k)2 ({+k+n&2)2 12{({+n&2)+
1
2k(k+n&2),
which gives
I({, v) 12{({+n&2) || |v| 2 dt d|+ 12 :
n
j=1
|| |0j v| 2 dt d|.
If we replace in (2.6) we obtain
|| |e2t2{v| 2 dt d||| |2t v| 2 dt d|+2 :
n
j=1
|| |t 0jv| 2 dt d|
+ 12 :
n
j=1
|| |0jv| 2 dt d|+ 12{({+n&2) || |v| 2 dt d|
+(2{2+2(n&2){+(n&2)2) || |tv| 2 dt d|. (2.7)
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Multiplying (2.7) by 6{({+n&2) and adding to (2.6) we get
(6{({+n&1)+1) || |e2t2{v| 2 dt d|
|| |2t v| 2 dt d|+|| |2| v| 2 dt d|
+(6{({+n&2)+2) :
n
j=1
|| |t 0jv| 2 dt d|
+{({+n&2) :
n
j=1
|| |0j v| 2 dt d|
+(8{2+8(n&2){+(n&2)2)) || |tv| 2 dt d|
+{({+n&2)({({+n&2)+3) || |v| 2 dt d|, (2.8)
By ellipticity of 2| we have
|| |2|v| 2 dt d|Cn :
|:|=2
|| |0:v| 2 dt d|,
where Cn is a positive constant depending only on the dimension n. Then
it follows from (2.8) (for { large enough):
C || |e2t2{v| 2 dt d| :
j+|:|2
{2&2( j+|:| ) || |(t) j 0:v| 2 dt d|
which is the desired result.
Remark 2.1. The estimate (2.4) in Lemma 2.1 remains valid if we suppose
u # H 2loc(0) with compact support and satisfying for all |:|2 and all
N>0,  |x| <R |D:u| 2 dx=O(RN) as R  0. We can easily see this by cutting
u off for small |x| and regularising.
Lemma 2.2. Let u be as in Theorem 1.1. Then u # H 2loc(0) and satisfies
for all |:|2
|
|x|<R
|D:u| 2 dx=O(e&CR&1) as R  0, (2.9)
where C is a positive constant.
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Proof. First we shall prove that u # H 2loc(0), and satisfies for all |:|2
|
|x|<R
|D:u| 2 dx=O(RN) for all N>0 as R  0. (2.10)
Let u # H 1loc(0) be a solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.2). From (1.1) we have
immediately P(x, D)u # L2loc(0"[0]). By regularising and using Friedrichs’
lemma and ellipticity of P(x, D), we get without difficulties u # H 2loc(0"[0]).
Following Ho rmander [4] (Corollary 17.1.4., p. 8) we obtain for all |:|2
|
R<|x|<2R
|D:u| 2 dx=O(RN), for all N>0 as R  0. (2.11)
Hence u is the sum of a function in H 2loc(0) and a distribution with support
at 0. But no distribution with support at 0 is in L2loc . It follows that
u # H 2loc(0).
Since u # H 2loc(0) it is clear that from (2.11) we have also
|
|x|<R
|D:u| 2 dx=O(RN), for all N>0 as R  0.
Let’s now prove (2.9). By assumption we have for all v # H 2loc(0)
|P(x, D) v(x)&2v(x)| 2C0 |x| 2 :
|:|=2
|D:v(x)| 2 (2.12)
where C0 is a positive constant depending only on P(x, D).
Let =>0 to be chosen later. Let v # H 2comp(0) , with supp(v)/
[x, |x|<={&1], and satisfying for all |:|2
|
|x|<R
|D:v| 2 dx=O(RN), for all N>0 as R  0.
By Remark 2.2 at the end of the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can apply (2.4)
to v. If we combine it with (2.12) we get
2C | |x|&2{&n+4 |P(x, D)v| 2 dx
 :
|:| 1
{2&2 |:| | |x|&2{&n+2|:| |D:v| 2 dx
+(1&2C0C=2){&2 :
|:|=2
| |x|&2{&n+4 |D:v| 2 dx,
where C is as in Lemma 2.1.
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If we choose =>0 such that =2=14CC0 we get
C | |x| &2{&n+4 |P(x, D)v| 2 dx
 :
|:|2
{2&2 |:| | |x|&2{&n+2 |:| |D:v| 2 dx, (2.13)
where C is a new positive constant depending only on P(x, D).
Fix = as before, and let u # H 1loc(0) be a solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.2).
Thus we can apply (2.13) to v=/{u, where /{ # C 0 (R
n) such that /{=1
for |x| 12={
&1, and /{=0 for |x|={&1. Then for { sufficiently large we
have, with R= 12={
&1
C | |x| &2{&n+4 |P(x, D)(/{u)| 2 dx
 :
|:|2
{2&2 |:| |
|x|<R
|x| &2{&n+2 |:| |D:u| 2 dx. (2.14)
But
| |x|&2{&n+4 |P(x, D)(/{u)| 2 dx=|
|x|<R
|x| &2{&n+4 |P(x, D)u| 2 dx
+|
|x|>R
|x|&2{&n+4 |P(x, D)(/{u)| 2 dx,
and since u is a solution of (1.1) it follows that
| |x|&2{&n+4 |P(x, D)(/{u)| 2 dx
2C21 |
|x|<R
|x|&2{&n |u| 2 dx
+2C 22 :
|:|=1
|
|x|<R
|x|&2{&n+2 |D:u| 2 dx
+|
|x|>R
|x| &2{&n+4 |P(x, D)(/{u)| 2 dx.
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If we replace in (2.14) we obtain
C |
|x| >R
|x| &2{&n+4 |P(x, D)(/{u)| 2 dx
({2&2CC 21) |
|x|<R
|x| &2{&n |u| 2 dx
+(1&2CC 22) :
|:|=1
|
|x|<R
|x|&2{&n+2 |D:u| 2 dx
+{&2 :
|:|=2
|
|x|<R
|x| &2{&n+4 |D:u| 2 dx.
Hence if C2 is sufficiently small such that 1&2CC 22>0 we get
C |
|x|>R
|x|&2{&n+4 |P(x, D)(/{u)| 2 dx
 :
|:|2
{2&2 |:| |
|x|<R
|x| &2{&n+2 |:| |D:u| 2 dx, (2.15)
where C is a new positive constant.
By construction of /{ we have |D:/{ |C $R&|:|, where C $ is a positive
constant. It follows then
|
|x|>R
|x|&2{&n+4 |P(x, D)(/{u)|2 dxC"R&2{&n &u&2H2 , (2.16)
where &u&H2 is the H2norm of u in the ball B(0, 2R) and C" a positive
constant.
On the other hand we have
:
|:| 2
{2&2 |:| |
|x|<R
|x| &2{&n+2|:| |D:u| 2 dx
 :
|:|2
{2&2 |:| |
|x|<R2
|x|&2{&n+2 |:| |D:u| 2 dx
 :
|:|2
{2&2 |:|(R2)&2{&n+2 |:| |
|x|<R2
|D:u| 2 dx.
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If we combine this estimate with (2.15) and (2.16) we get for sufficiently
small R
:
|:|2
|
|x|<R2
|D:u| 2 dxC &u&2H2 R&22&=R,
that is
:
|:|2
|
|x|<R2
|D:u| 2 dx = O(e&aR&1), (2.17)
where a is a positive constant (we can take a=(=2) log 2 ).
We recall that { # [k+ 12 , k # N] and R=(=2){
&1. It follows that R must
be in the set [Rk , k # N], where Rk==2(k+ 12)
&1. But since Rk
Rk+12Rk and Rk  0 as k  , one can easily see that (2.17) holds for
all small positive R with a replaced by a2.
This achieves the proof of the Lemma.
To prove Theorem 1.2 we need a lemma that we take from Ho rmander
[4] (p. 12). Let’s introduce the following notations:
For k=1, ..., n, we set Dk=(1i)0k and D0=(1i)t . We denote by D:
any product of the form D:00 } } } D
:n
n , :=(:0 , ..., :n) # N
n+1. If we set |0=0
it follows from (2.2) that Dk*=Dk+i(n&1)|k for any k # [0, ..., n].
Lemma 2.3. Let I be an open interval of R, and A(t, |) # C0(I_S n&1) &
L(I_S n&1) such that Dk A # L(I_Sn&1) for k=0, ..., n. Then There
exists a positive constant M such that for any u, v # C 0 (I_S
n&1), and for
any :, ; # Nn+1, with |:|, |;|2, we have
|(AD:u, D;v) 2&(AD;u, D:v) 2 |M :
:$, ;$
&L D:$u&2 &LD;$v&2 , (2.18)
where the sum is taken over all :$, ;$ such that Max( |:$|, |;$| )Max( |:|, |;| )
and |:$|+|;$||:|+|;|&1, and where L(t, |)=Max(|A(t, |)| 12,
|D0A(t, |)| 12, ..., |Dn A(t, |)| 12).
Proof. First we note that when |:|=|;|=0, the left hand side of (2.18)
is zero and the statement is abvious. When |:|=1 and |;|=0 we have
(ADku, v) 2&(Au, Dk v) 2=(ADku, v) 2&(Dk*(Au), v) 2 . But Dk*=
Dk+i(n&1)|k for any k # [0, ..., n]. Hence
(ADku, v) 2&(Au, Dk v) 2=&( (i(n&1) |kA+Dk A)u, v) 2
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and by Schwarz inequality we get
|(ADku, v) 2&(Au, Dk v) 2 |M &Lu&2 &Lv&2 , (2.19)
which proves the lemma when |:|=1 and |;|=0.
When |:|=|;|=1 we have
(ADk u, Djv) 2&(ADju, Dkv) 2=(Dj*(ADku), v) 2&(Dk*(ADju), v) 2
=( (A[Dj , Dk]+i(n&1) |jADk&i(n&1) |k ADj)u, v) 2
+( (Dj (A)Dk&Dk(A)Dj)u, v) 2 .
An easy computation shows that [Dk , Dj]=|kDj&|jDk if k, j # [1, ..., n]
and [Dk , Dj]=0 if j=0 or k=0. Thus if we replace in the last identity we
get
|(ADku, Djv) 2&(ADju, Dkv) 2 |  M(&LDju&2+&LDku&2) &Lv&2 .
(2.20)
This proves the lemma when |:|=|;|=1.
When |:| or |;|=2 it suffices to set u$=Dju or v$=Dj v and apply (2.19)
and (2.20) to these functions.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We use the same notations as in Lemma 2.3: for
k=1, ..., n, we set Dk=(1i)0k and D0=(1i) t. We denote by D: any
product of the form D:00 } } } D
:n
n , :=(:0 , ..., :n) # N
n+1.
Set u=e&(12) #t2v and P#v=e(12) #t
2P(e&(12) #t2v), #>0, v # C 0 (R
n"[0]).
(We recall that we work in polar coordinates x=et|). Thus by (2.3) the
operator P# can be written
e2tP#=(t&#t)2+(n&2)(t&#t)+2|+ :
j+|:|2
Cj:(t, |)(t&#t) j 0:,
where the functions Cj: satisfy Cj:*=O(et) as t  &, and Dk(Cj:)=
O(et) as t  &, for any k # [0, ..., n].
The estimate (1.3) in Theorem 1.2 is then equivalent to
C || |e2tP#v| 2 dt d|#3 || |v| 2 dt d|+# || |t v| 2 dt d|
+# :
n
j=1
|| |0jv| 2 dt d| (2.21)
(C a positive constant).
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We shall prove (2.21).
Let P&# be the operator obtained from P# when t , 0j and Cj: are replaced
by &t , &0j and C j: respectively. We shall give a lower bound of the
difference
D(#, v)=&e2tP# v&22&&e
2tP&# v&
2
2 ,
and the sum
S(#, v)=&e2tt &1P#v&22+&e
2tt&1P&# v&
2
2 .
We have
D(#, v)=4Re( (2t +#
2t2&(n&2) #t&#+2|)v,
(&2#t+n&2) tv)2+R(#, v),
where R(#, v) is a sum of terms of the form:
#4&|:| &|;| Re((AD:v, D;v)2&(AD;v, D:v)2)
with |:|2, |;|2 and A is a function satisfying for |:|1, |D:A|=
O(t4et) as t  &. (In fact the function A is obtained from products of the
functions Cj: or products of such functions and the function tk for k4).
Let T0<0 such that |T0 | is large enough to be chosen later. If
v # C 0 (]&, T0[_S
n&1) we have by lemma 2.3
|(AD:v, D;v) 2&(AD;v, D:v) 2 | :
:$, ;$
&L D:$v&2 &L D;$v&2 ,
where the sum is taken over all :$, ;$ such that Max( |:$|, |;$| )
Max(|:|, |;| ) and |:$|+|;$||:|+|;|&1, and where L satisfies L(t, |)=
O(t2et2) as t  &. It follows then
|R(#, v)| :
|:|2
#3&|:|&|;| &L D:v&22 . (2.22)
Integration by parts gives, with v # C 0 (]&, T0[_S
n&1)
4Re( (2t +#
2t2&(n&2) #t&#+2|)v, (&2#t+n&2) tv) 2
=4# &t v&22+& f (t)v&
2
2&4# :
n
j=1
&0j v&22 ,
where f 2(t)=12#3t2&12(n&2) #2t&2#2+(n&2)2 #.
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If we combine this with (2.22) we get
D(#, v)4# &t v&22+& f (t)v&
2
2&4# :
n
j=1
&0j v&22
& :
|:|2
#3&2 |:| &L D:v&22 . (2.23)
We have directly from the definition of P# and P&# , with v # C

0 (]&,
T0[_S n&1)
S(#, v) 12&t
&1((t&#t)2+(n&2)(t&#t)+2|)v&22
+ 12&t&1((t+#t)2&(n&2)(t+#t)+2|)v&22
& :
|:| 2
#4&2 |:| &C:D:v&22 , (2.24)
where C: are functions satisfying C:=O(tet) as t  &.
We have
1
2&t
&1((t&#t)2+(n&2)(t&#t)+2|)v&22
+ 12&t&1((t+#t)2&(n&2)(t+#t)+2|)v&22
=&t&12t v&
2
2+&t
&12| v&22+2 :
n
j=1
&t&1t 0j v&22
+&g(t) tv&22& :
n
j=1
&l(t) 0jv&22+&h(t)v&
2
2 ,
where
g2(t)=(&2#+(n&2) t &1)2&2#2+2(n&2) #t&1+2#t&2,
h2(t)=(#2t&(n&2)#&#t&1)2&2(n&2)#t&3&6#t&4,
l2(t)=2(#2&(n&2) #t&1&#t&2)+6t&4.
If we replace in (2.24) we obtain
S(#, v)&t&12t v&
2
2+&t
&12|v&22+2 :
n
j=1
&t &1t 0jv&22
+&g(t) t v&22+&h(t)v&
2
2& :
n
j=1
&l(t) 0jv&22
& :
|:|2
#4&2 |:| &C: D:v&22 . (2.25)
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Multiplying (2.23) by # and adding to (2.25) we obtain
#D(#, v)+S(#, v)
&t&12t v&
2
2+&t
&12|v&22+2 :
n
j=1
&t&1t0jv&22
+4#2 &tv&22+&g(t) t v&
2
2+ # & f (t)v&
2
2+&h(t)v&
2
2
& :
n
j=1
&l(t) 0jv&22&4#
2 :
n
j=1
&0j v&22& :
|:|2
#4&2 |:| &L$D:v&22 , (2.26)
where L$=O(t2et2) as t  &.
We have for all =>0,
:
n
j=1
&l(t) 0jv&22+4#2 :
n
j=1
&0jv&22
=2(( 12l
2+2#2)v, 2|v)2=&1 &( 12l
2+2#2) tv&22+= &t
&12| v&22. (2.27)
If |T0 | and # are large enough we have #f 2+h2&=&1( 12l
2+2#2)2 t2
(12&9=&1) #4t2 for all t # ]&, T0[. By choosing 0<=<1 such that
12&9=&1>0, we get from (2.26) and (2.27)
#D(#, v)+S(#, v) &t&12t v&
2
2+(1&=)& t
&12|v&22+2 :
n
j=1
&t&1t0jv&22
+&g(t) t v&22+2#
2 &t v&22+(12&9=
&1)#4 &tv&2
& :
|:|2
#4&2 |:| &L$D:v&22 . (2.28)
By ellipticity of 2| we have
&t&12|v&22C :
|:|=2
&t&10:v&22
and since
#2 :
n
j=1
&0j v&22=&#
2(v, 2|v)2 12 #
4 &tv&22+
1
2 &t
&12| v&22
we have
(1&=) &t&12|v&22+(12&9=&1)#4 &tv&22C :
|:|2
#4&2 |:| &t1&|:|0:v&22 ,
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where C is a positive constant. If we replace in (2.28) we obtain
#D(#, v)+S(#, v)C $ :
|:|2
#4&2 |:| &t1&|:|D:v&22& :
|:|2
#4&2 |:| &L$D:&22 .
We recall that L$(t, |)=O(t2et2) as t  &. Hence if |T0 | is sufficiently
large we get for v # C 0 (]&, T0[_S
n&1)
#D(#, v)+S(#, v)C $ :
|:|2
#4&2 |:| &t1&|:|D:v&22 , C $ positive constant.
But
#D(#, v)+S(#, v)
=# &e2tP#v&22&# &e
2tP&# v&
2
2+&e
2tt&1P#v&22+&e
2tt&1P&# v&
2
2
(#+1) &e2tP#v&22 ,
that is
(#+1) &e2tP# v&22C $ :
|:|2
#4&2 |:| &t1&|:|D:v&22 ,
which is better than the desired result.
Remark 2.2. By using a sequence of cut off functions for small |x| and
regularising we can see that Theorem 1.2 remains valid if u # H 2loc(X) with
compact support and satisfying for all |:|2,  |x|<R |D:u| 2 dx=O(e&CR
&1
)
as R  0, C>0.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Following Ho rmander [4] (Theorem 17.2.1) it
suffices to prove that u=0 in a neighborhood of 0.
Let u # H 1loc(0) be a solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.2). By Lemma 2.3 u is
in H 2loc and satisfies (2.9). Thus by Remark 2.2 above we can apply (1.3)
to the function !u where ! # C 0 (R
n) such that !(x)=1 for |x|R0 and
!(x)=0 for |x|2R0 , (R0>0 small enough). Then we have, with C a
positive constant,
C |.2# |x|&n+4 |P(x, D)(!u)| 2 dx
#3 |
|x|<R0
.2# |x|
&n |u| 2 dx+# |
|x|<R0
.2# |x|
&n+2 |{u| 2 dx.
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On the other hand we have
| .2# |x| &n+4 |P(x, D)(!u)| 2 dx=|
|x|<R0
.2# |x|
&n+4 |P(x, D)u| 2 dx
+|
|x|>R0
.2# |x|
&n+4 |P(x, D)(!u)| 2 dx,
and since u is a solution of (1.1) we get
| .2# |x|&n+4 |P(x, D)(!u)|2 dx
2 C 21 |
|x|<R0
.2# |x|
&n |u| 2 dx+2C 22 |
|x|<R0
.2# |x|
&n+2 |{u| 2 dx
+|
|x|>R0
.2# |x|
&n+4 |P(x, D)(!u)| 2 dx.
We obtain then
|
|x|>R0
.2# |x|
&n+4 |P(x, D)(!u)| 2 dx
(#3&2CC 21) |
|x|<R0
.2# |x|
&n |u| 2 dx
+(#&2CC 22) |
|x|<R0
.2# |x|
&n+2 |{u| 2 dx.
We recall that .#(x)=exp((#2)(Log |x| )2). Hence for |x|>R0 we have
.2#(x)<exp((#2)(Log R0)
2) and .2#(x)>exp((#2)(Log R0)
2) for |x|<R0 .
Then for # sufficiently large we get
|
|x|>R0
|x| &n+4 |P(x, D)(!u)| 2 dx (#3&2CC 21) |
|x|<R0
|x|&n |u| 2 dx
+(#&2CC 22) |
|x|<R0
|x| &n+2 |{u| 2 dx.
Letting #  , we get u=0 in B(0, R0).
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